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(Answer five Questions,Ql included)

Environmental Pollution

Ql.
A) Answer one of the following:

1. Define the global warming? What are the effects of global warming? How can

control the global warming?
2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the wet scrubbers? Numerate the

major types of the wet scrubbers
B) Derive the terminal velocity equation and terminal velocity in stocks region
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Q2.

A) What are the factors that must be determined to choice the collection equipment for air
pollution?

B) A gravi',y settling charnber in a small heating plat that uses a travelling grate

stocks. You are requested to determine the overall collection efficiency of the

settling chamber given the following operating conditions chamber dimensions and

particle size distribution data:

Chamber width :10.8 ft, height :2.46 ft and length : 15 ft. The actual volumetric
flow rate of contaminated air streams is 130 ft3/s. Parlicles specific gravity: 2.65.

Particles size distribution data are given below:

Size
range

0-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-94 +9ti

Weieht 2.7 6.9 9.4 10.5 10.5 9.5 7 9.5 34

Assuming the actual terminal velocity is one-half the stock law velocity. The air

viscosity l.75xlo -5 lb/ft.s
20o/o

Q3. A) An industry discharge into a river with a velocity of 0.1 m/s, a temperature of 26"C,

and an average depth of 4 m. The ultimate oxygen dernand immediately downstream from

the effluent discharge point where the waste has mixed with the river where (L") is l4.5mgll

and dissolved oxygen is 5.4 mgll. Laboratory studies show that k1:0.11 day 
-'. Find,

minirnum dissolved oxygen.

B) Explain the filtration process for water by using rapi{lfrnel.f{qbriefly'
."'-- ' . ,'-\
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Q4.

CEI, chronic hazard, Industrial safety system, MAWP, Flame arresters.

B) List and identify all terms of emergency relief system.

lQs.
I

lA) Define OSHA incidence rate. And why irnpossible to convert it to FAR or Fatality rate?

I Identifu this.
I

I 
B) In l2 months the following accident are occurred in the chemical plant with 800 workers

-t.

iveraging 8 hr daily. Compute the FAR, Fatality rate, the injury frequency rate and
I

iseverity rate of these accidents.

Accident type
a
J Death

2 Arm below elbow

I Hand
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Q6.
'r Explain the best methods using to prevent electrical hazards.

B) Numerate the most rules that using for storage Chemical materials.
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No. of workers
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Good Luck



The Accident Type The Lost Days

Permanent disability

Arm at or above elbow

Arrn below elbow

Any one finger

Two fingers same hand

Three fingers same hand

Four fingers same hand

Thumb and one finger rurn. hurd

Thumb and two fingers ,u*. hund

Thumb and three fingers .u.* hund

Thumb and four fingers rurn. hund

Leg at or above knee

Leg below knee

Great toe or any two or more toes

Two great toes

One eye, loss of sight

Both eye, loss of sight

One ear, loss of hearing

Both ear, loss of hearing


